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Abstract

Large-eddy simulations (LESs) of an industrial gas turbine burner are carried out for both nonreact
reacting flow using a compressible unstructured solver. Results are compared with experimental data in
axial and azimuthal velocities (mean and RMS), averaged temperature, and existence of natural instabili
as precessing vortex core (PVC). The LES is performed with a reduced two-step mechanism for methane
combustion and a thickened flame model. The regime of combustion is partially premixed and the com
includes part of the swirler vanes. For this very complex geometry, results demonstrate the capacity of th
predict the mean flow, with and without combustion, as well as its main unstable modes: it is shown, for e
that the PVC mode is very strong for the cold flow but disappears with combustion.
 2004 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Large-eddy simulation (LES) is becoming a sta
dard tool to study the dynamics of turbulent flam
[1,2]. Multiple recent papers have demonstrated
power of this method [3–9]. For example, LES a
pears as one of the key tools to predict and st
combustion instabilities encountered in many moder
combustion devices such as aero and industrial
turbines, rocket engines, and industrial furnaces.

Up to now, most LES of reacting flows has be
limited to fairly simple geometries for obvious re
sons of cost and complexity reduction. In many cas
experiments have been designed using especially

* Corresponding author. Fax: 33-561-193-000.
E-mail address:selle@cerfacs.fr (L. Selle).
0010-2180/$ – see front matter 2004 The Combustion Institut
doi:10.1016/j.combustflame.2004.03.008
ple shapes (two-dimensional [3,7,10] or axisymme
cal [11,12] configurations) and simple regimes (lo
speed flows, fully premixed or fully non-premixe
flames) to allow research to focus on the phys
of the LES (subgrid scale models, flame/turbule
interaction model) and, more generally, to dem
strate the validity of the LES concept in academ
cases. Even though this approach is clearly adeq
in terms of model development, it is important
recognize that it can also be misleading in various
pects when it comes to dealing with complex flam
in complex geometries:

• Most LES of reacting flows have been pe
formed in combustion chambers where str
tured meshes were sufficient to describe
geometry. In such solvers, using high-order s
e. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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tial schemes (typically fourth to sixth orde
in space) is relatively easy and provides p
cise numerical methods. As soon as real co
plex geometries are considered, these structu
meshes must be replaced by unstructured g
on which constructing high-order schemes is
much more difficult task.

• Moving from structured to unstructured mesh
also raises a variety of new problems in ter
of subgrid scale filtering: defining filter size
on a highly anisotropic irregular grid is anoth
open research issue [13–16]. Many LES mo
els, developed and tuned on regular hexahe
grids, perform much more poorly on the irregu
unstructured grids required to mesh real co
bustion chambers. Very few studies have be
published yet on LES of reacting flows on u
structured grids [4,5,17]. One objective of th
article is to demonstrate the ability of a prese
LES tool to handle such meshes.

• Many laboratory flames used for LES valid
tions are low-speed unconfined flames in wh
acoustics do not play a role and the Mach nu
ber remains small so that compressibility effe
can be omitted from the equations (so-cal
“low-Mach-number approximation”). In mos
real flames (e.g., in gas turbines), however, co
pressibility cannot be neglected: (1) the Mac
number can reach much higher values, and
acoustics are important so that taking into
count compressibility effects becomes manda
tory. This leads to a more complex formulatio
in which the boundary conditions must hand
acoustic wave reflections [2]. Being able to p
serve computational speed on a large numbe
processors then also becomes an issue simp
obtain a result in a finite time.

• In many combustion chambers, it is impos
ble to perform true LES everywhere in the flo
For example, the flow between vanes in swir
burners or inside the ducts feeding dilution je
would require too many grid points. Multiperfo
rated plates, which can create thousands of sm
jets cooling the combustion chamber, are also
viously beyond the present capabilities of LES
codes. As a consequence, compromises mus
sought and the LES of today and probably
morrow requires methods that offer (at least)
bustness in places where the grid is not suffici
to resolve the unsteady flow. For such metho
having excellent LES efficiency on high-quali
grids for academic problems is no longer t
most important issue.

These few examples suggest that when it com
to computing flames in complex geometries for r
combustors, work must concentrate on new iss
unstructured solvers, compressible flows, bound
conditions, robustness in poorly meshed zones,
allel efficiency. This also means that many model
aspects that were critical in simple laboratory flam
(subgrid scale LES models for momentum, kinetic
ergy conservation, accuracy of chemistry descript
etc.) must now be combined with other (and som
times more) critical problems: efficient unstructur
solvers, subgrid scale LES models on distorted gr
boundary conditions adapted to acoustics, etc.

The choice of a chemistry description remain
significant difficulty. For most laboratory flames, d
scribing chemistry with only one variable is sufficie
for LES: the progress variable is enough to co
pute fully premixed flames and the mixture fracti
is adequate for perfectly non-premixed piloted flam
such as the Sandia flames [18]. In real gas turb
however, the combustion regime is much more co
plex and more “robust” models are required to han
flames that are typically partially premixed with a fu
range of local equivalence ratios and mixing levels

This study presents a computation of a comp
industrial burner, developed at Siemens Power Ge
ation, using an unstructured LES compressible sol
The main objectives are to:

• extend an existing flame/interaction model (ca
the Thickened Flame Model) to a two-step che
ical scheme,

• investigate the capabilities of LES in a realis
configuration, and

• compare the LES results with experimental d
obtained at the University of Karlsruhe. Th
comparison is performed for one regime only
which detailed LES and experimental results
gathered. This regime corresponds to a parti
premixed case at an equivalence ratio ofφ = 0.5
and an inlet temperature of 673 K. This regim
does not exhibit large-scale combustion insta
ities.

The LES solver used for the study is presen
first. The Thickened Flame (TF) model is then d
cussed. A two-step chemical mechanism incorpo
ing CO as the main intermediate species was tu
for the conditions of the Siemens burner and tes
first for premixed laminar flames. The configurati
used for the Siemens burner installed in the Karlsr
combustion chamber is described before presen
cold flow results. Finally, reacting flow solutions a
presented. For both reacting and nonreacting ca
the presentation includes a comparison of the a
aged fields (mean and RMS velocities for all cas
temperature for the reacting case) and a study of
precessing vortex core.
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2. The LES solver

The LES solver AVBP [19] solves the full com
pressible Navier–Stokes equations on hybrid (str
tured and unstructured) grids. Subgrid stresses
described by the WALE model [20]. The flame/turb
lence interaction is modeled by the TF approach [3
7,21,22]. The numerical scheme uses third-order s
tial accuracy and third-order time accuracy [23]. Te
performed during this study have demonstrated
the third-order spatial accuracy of the solver is a k
feature in obtaining precise LES results on unstr
tured meshes. The AVBP solver used here also h
dles variable heat capacities: species enthalpies
tabulated and the mean heat capacity is determine
a function of temperature and species mass fract
Yk . Therefore, local quantities, such as the mean
lar massW and the ratio of heat capacitiesγ , are not
constant. This introduces significant additional co
plexities into the numericalmethod, especially nea
boundaries where classic characteristic methods
as NSCBC [24] must be replaced by a more comp
technique [25]. The walls of the combustion cha
ber are treated as adiabatic walls (the experiment
ceramic walls). Both no-slip and law-of-the-wall fo
mulations have been used on walls, with very limi
differences in the results. Typical runs are perform
on grids of 2.5 millions elements on 64 processors

3. The thickened flame model

For the present study, premixed combustion
considered. Multiple studies have concentrated
LES of diffusion flames [8,26,27] while premixe
cases have received less attention [9,28–30]. Ind
infinitely fast chemistry assumptions constitute a u
ful path for LES of diffusion flames. Such assum
tions cannot be used for premixed flames, howe
modeling the interaction between flame and tur
lence in premixed combustion systems requires tra
ing of the flame front position, leading to a proble
that is more difficult to handle than most diffusio
flames. The natural technique to track the flame wo
be to solve its inner structure, but this is impossi
on typical LES meshes because premixed flame fr
are too thin. Two methods can then be used to pro
gate turbulent flame fronts on LES meshes:

• Bring the flame thickness to zero and propag
the flame front as a thin interface: this is the pr
ciple of theG-equation method [1,9].

• Thicken the flame so that it can be resolved
the LES mesh while still propagating at the sa
speed as the unthickened flame: this is the pri
ple of the TF model [2,5].
In the present work, the standard TF model dev
oped by Colin et al. [5] is used: in this model, pr
exponential constants and transport coefficients
both modified to offer thicker reaction zones that c
be resolved on LES meshes. The fundamental p
erty justifying this approach has been put forwa
by Butler and O’Rourke [31] by considering the ba
ance equation for thek-species mass fractionYk in
a one-dimensional flame of thermal thicknessδ0

L and

speeds0
L:

∂ρYk

∂t
+ ∂ρuYk

∂x

(1)= ∂

∂x

(
ρDk

∂Yk

∂x

)
+ ω̇k(Yj , T ).

Modifying this equation to have

∂ρY th
k

∂t
+ ∂ρuY th

k

∂x

(2)= ∂

∂x

(
ρFDk

∂Y th
k

∂x

)
+ 1

F
ω̇k

(
Y th
j , T th)

leads to a “thickened” flame equation whereF is
the thickening factor and superscript th stands
thickened quantities. Introducing the variable chang
X = x/F andΘ = t/F leads to:

∂ρY th
k

∂Θ
+ ∂ρuY th

k

∂X

(3)= ∂

∂X

(
ρDk

∂Y th
k

∂X

)
+ ω̇k

(
Y th
j , T th),

which has the same solution as Eq. (1) and pro
gates the flame front at the same speeds0

L
. However,

Y th
k

(x, t) = Yk(x/F, t/F), showing that the flame i
thickened by a factorF . The thickened flame thick
ness isδ1

L = Fδ0
L . Choosing sufficiently large value

of F allows us to obtain a thickened flame that can
resolved on the LES mesh. Typically, ifn is the num-
ber of mesh points within the flame front required
the solver and�x the mesh size, the resolved flam
thicknessδ1

L is n�x, so thatF must beF = n�x/δ0
L .

For the computation of most flames using the
model, values ofF ranging from 5 to 50 are sufficien
to resolve the flame front on meshes correspond
to present computer capabilities. In the framework
LES, this approach has multiple advantages: when
flame is a laminar premixed front, the TF model pro
agates it at the laminar flame speed exactly as inG

equation approach [1]. However, this flame propa
tion is due to the combination of diffusive and rea
tive terms which can also act independently so t
quenching (near walls for example) or ignition m
be simulated. Fully compressible equations may a
be used as required to study combustion instabilit
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Obviously, thickening the flame front also lea
to a modified interaction between the turbulent fl
and the flame: subgrid scale wrinkling must be re
troduced. This effect can be studied and parametr
using an efficiency functionE derived from DNS re-
sults [5,21,32]. This efficiency function measures
subgrid scale wrinkling as a function of the local su
grid turbulent velocityu′

∆e
and the filter width∆e. In

practice, the diffusion coefficientDk is replaced by
EFDk and the preexponential constantA by AE/F

so that the conservation equation for speciesk is

∂ρY th
k

∂t
+ ∂ρuY th

k

∂x

(4)= ∂

∂x

(
ρEFDk

∂Y th
k

∂x

)
+ E

F
ω̇k

(
Y th
j , T th).

This equation allows the turbulent flame to pro
agate at a turbulent speedsT = Es0

L while keeping

a thickness of the order ofδ1
L = Fδ0

L . In laminar re-
gions,E goes to unity and Eq. (4) simply propagat
the front at the laminar flame speeds0

L.
A central ingredient of the TF model is the subg

scale wrinkling functionE. For this work, the initial
model of Colin et al. [5] was used to expressE as a
function of the local filter size∆e, the local subgrid
scale turbulent velocityu′

∆e
, the laminar flame spee

s0
L , and the laminar flame thicknessesδ0

L andδ1
L,

E = 
(δ0
L)


(δ1
L)

=
(

1+ αΓ

(
∆e

δ0
L

,
u′
∆e

s0
L

)
u′
∆e

s0
L

)

(5)×
(

1+ αΓ

(
∆e

δ1
L

,
u′
∆e

s0
L

)
u′
∆e

s0
L

)−1

,

where the functionΓ corresponds to the integratio
of the effective strain rate induced by all scales
fected by the artificial thickening, i.e., between t
KolmogorovηK and the filter∆e scales.α is a model
parameter that scales asα ∝ Re−1/2 [5]. Γ is written
as:

Γ

(
∆e

δ1
L

,
u′
∆e

s0
L

)

(6)= 0.75exp

[
− 1.2

(u′
∆e

/s0
L)0.3

](
∆e

δ1
L

)2/3
.

The subgrid scale turbulent velocity is evaluat
asu′

∆e
= 2∆3

x |∇2(∇ ×u)|, where∆x is the grid size.
This formulation provides an estimate of the subg
scale velocity which is unaffected by dilatation [5
Note that the filter size∆e may differ from∆x . Colin
et al. [5] suggested choosing∆e = 10∆x .
The LES studies of Angelberger et al. [3] a
Colin et al. [5] as well as various other tests ha
shown that Eq. (5) is adequate in predicting subg
scale wrinkling. In this work, a thickening factorF =
25 was used. Eq. (5) was developed and tested
single-step chemical schemes. As the present stud
uses a two-step mechanism, additional DNS were
formed to study the TF approach combined with
two-step chemical scheme [33] and to check whe
the existing efficiency functions proposed in [5,2
or [32] could be used without modification. Resu
showed that the two chemical reaction rates foll
exactly the same evolution during these flame vor
interactions. These DNS suggest that, for the inve
gated range of parameters, the premixed flame ac
a flamelet distorted by flow motions even for low va
ues of the length scale ratior/(Fδ0

L ), wherer is the
length scale on the vortices interacting with the fla
front. Moreover, the effective strain rates induced
the vortices on the flame front and extracted fr
these DNS are in close agreement with [5,21] fi
ings. Accordingly, the efficiency functions derive
in [5,21,32] were used without any modifications w
the present two-step chemical scheme.

4. Two-step chemistry

The complexity of the chemical scheme used
a TF model must remain limited because all spec
are explicitly resolved. Up to now, only simple on
step chemical schemes have been used in TF m
els [3,5]. In the present study, a two-step schem
introduced to capture CO and predict more adequ
flame temperatures as an intermediate step tow
more complex schemes (typically four-step schem
such as [34]).

The chemical scheme (called 2sCM2) takes i
account six species (CH4, O2, CO2, CO, H2O, and
N2) and two reactions:

(7)CH4 + 3

2
O2 → CO+ 2H2O,

(8)CO+ 1

2
O2 ↔ CO2.

The first reaction (7) is irreversible, whereas the s
ond one (8) is reversible and leads to an equilibri
between CO and CO2 in the burnt gases. The rates
reaction (7) and (8) are respectively given by

(9)

q1 = A1

(
ρYCH4

WCH4

)n
CH4
1

(
ρYO2

WO2

)n
O2
1

× exp

(
−Ea1

)
,

RT
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Fig. 1. Laminar one-dimensional flame atφ = 0.5. Comparison of flame structures in AVBP and PREMIX with reduced sch
(called 2sCM2). (Left) Temperature profile (the fresh-gas temperature is 673 K), (right) mass fractions.
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Table 1
Rate constants for the 2sCM2 schemea

A1 n
CH4
1 n

O2
1 Ea1 A2 nCO

2 n
O2
2 n

CO2
2 Ea2

2E15 0.9 1.1 34500 2E9 1 0.5 1 12000

a Activation energies are in cal/mol and the preexponen
tial constants in cgs units.

Table 2
Schmidt numbers

CH4 CO2 CO O2 H2O N2

0.68 0.98 0.76 0.76 0.6 0.75

q2 = A2

[(
ρYCO

WCO

)nCO
2

(
ρYO2

WO2

)n
O2
2

− 1

Ke

(
ρYCO2

WCO2

)n
CO2
2

]

(10)× exp

(
−Ea2

RT

)
,

whereKe is the equilibrium constant for reaction (8
and the other parameters are provided in Table 1.

Transport by molecular diffusion also requires
tention: laminar flame codes such as PREMIX u
polynomial fits for diffusion coefficientsDk . This
technique is precise but expensive and may be
placed by a simpler approximation based on
observation that the individual Schmidt numbers
speciesSk

c = ν/Dk are almost constant in man
air/hydrocarbon flames. Therefore, in AVBP, the d
fusion coefficientDk of speciesk is obtained as
Dk = ν/Sk

c , whereν is the viscosity andSk
c the fixed

Schmidt number of speciesk. The Schmidt numbe
values used in the present simulations are given
Table 2. In most cases, these values correspon
Fig. 2. Comparison of AVBP and PREMIX for burnt g
temperature (K). AVBP with reduced scheme (2sCM2
compared with PREMIX results using both reduced a
complex (GRI-Mech) schemes.

the PREMIX values measured in the burnt gases.
Prandtl number is set to 0.68. With this parameter se
the agreement between flame profiles obtained u
AVBP or PREMIX with the same chemical scheme
excellent (Fig. 1).

This scheme is directly implemented into the LE
code. Its first advantage compared with a sing
step scheme is to provide more accurate adiab
flame temperatures. Fig. 2 compares the maxim
flame temperatures obtained with AVBP and PR
MIX using the full GRI mechanism. For the re
duced scheme 2sCM2, AVBP and PREMIX pred
the same maximum flame temperature, confirm
that the thermodynamical data of AVBP are corre
The reduced scheme 2sCM2 overestimates the m
imum flame temperatures compared with the G
mech scheme by 100 K for rich cases, but is v
accurate for lean mixtures. The laminar flame spe
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Fig. 3. Comparison of AVBP (reduced scheme 2sCM2) and
PREMIX (reduced and complex schemes) for laminar flame
speeds0

L (m/s).

Fig. 4. View of the Siemens burner: the vanes of the diagonal
swirler are not computed.

are also well predicted on the lean side (Fig. 3)
deviate from the exact results for rich cases. For
turbulent case presented below, the equivalence
varies between 0 and 0.5 so that the 2sCM2 predic
tions are precise.

5. Configuration

An important objective of this study is to inve
tigate the limits of present computer capabilities
perform LES of combustion in realistic geometrie
An industrial gas turbine burner is considered he
The CAD data were provided by Siemens PG. T
grid contains 2,381,238 cells. Fig. 4 shows the m
features of the burner. A central axial swirler (color
in dark) is used to inject and swirl air. This swirler
entirely computed in the LES. In addition, six sm
tubes (not visible on this figure) can be used to gen
ate pilot flames in the axial swirler but they were n
fed during the present computation. The main par
the combustion air is injected by the diagonal swir
The fuel is injected in the diagonal swirler throu
holes located on both sides of the swirling vanes. T
diagonal swirler vanes can be seen in Fig. 4. In
study, the flow produced by the diagonal swirler
assumed to be perfectly premixed and the comp
tional domain starts at the trailing edge of the vane

6. Experimental techniques

A single Siemens burner (scale 1: 1) is mounted
on an atmospheric test rig (Fig. 5). The combust
Fig. 5. Burner mounted on ITS combustion chamber.
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Fig. 6. Longitudinal cut of the combustion chamber: locat
of LDV measurements.

chamber has a square cross section with a trunc
pyramid shape at the exit. Both the casing and
chamber walls allow optical access for velocity me
surements by LDA. The burner is fired with natu
gas (assumed to be mostly methane), and the a
preheated to 673 K. The thermal power varies
tween 420 kW (atΦ = 0.5) and 810 kW (atΦ =
0.83).

Measurements were performed at ITS Karlsru
to characterize:

• the cold flow velocity field in terms of mean an
RMS velocities using LDA techniques,

• the hot flow velocity field in terms of mean an
RMS components as well as the mean temp
ture field using thermocouple data. The time
sponse of the thermocouple was not sufficien
provide RMS temperature data.

Measurements are performed in transverse
and at the outlet of the diagonal swirler as represen
in Fig. 6. For the cold flow, data are gathered o
15 cuts ranging fromx/R = 0.37 to x/R = 4.17,
whereR is the radius of the burner outlet. For th
case with combustion, there are six cuts ranging fr
x/R = 0.7 to x/R = 4.32.

7. Inlet conditions

A major issue in LES calculations is to spec
boundary conditions. Since the axial swirler is fully
computed, the flow is introduced before the vane
section A (Fig. 6) without swirl and the comput
tion should produce the right flow field at the burn
mouth. The main problem is then to specify inlet co
ditions for the diagonal swirler (section D in Fig. 6
Section D is located at the trailing edge of the va
of the diagonal swirler and velocities could not
measured at this location. The LES, however, st
in section D, and the inlet velocity profiles in th
section are adjusted to match the first measurem
section (cut 1d in Fig. 6) in the burner under non
acting cases.
Fig. 7. Normalized velocityU22/Ubulk at the exit of the di-
agonal swirler (cut 1d in Fig. 6).

Fig. 8. Normalized swirl velocityW/Ubulk at the exit of the
diagonal swirler (cut 1d in Fig. 6).

Velocity measurements have been performed
various sections displayed in Fig. 6. The swirling v
locity W and the velocityU22 normal to a plane par
allel to the diagonal swirler exit plane (at an ang
of 22◦ compared with the vertical axis) are measu
in the test section located close to the burner n
zle (cut 1d). Distances and velocities are respectiv
scaled by the burner radiusR, and the bulk velocity
Ubulk is defined byUbulk = V̇ /πR2, whereV̇ is the
total volume flow rate through the burner.

Average profiles of axial and tangential velociti
at the exit of the diagonal burner are displayed
Figs. 7 and 8 (cut 1d in Fig. 6). In figures, symbols d
note experimental data while LES results are plot
with solid lines. No fluctuating velocity componen
are added to the inlet conditions: this incoming t
bulence can be neglected compared with the turbu
activity in the chamber, which is due to the very hi
velocity gradients created by the swirling motion
the dump plane of the chamber. This is confirmed
the next section by the comparison of experimen
and computational fluctuating velocity components
the chamber.
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8. Nonreacting flow results

8.1. Averaged fields

Once the inlet conditions have been set, LDV m
surements (!) are compared with averaged LES r
sults (—) at different downstream locationsx in the
combustor (Fig. 9–12). In Fig. 9 (axial velocity pr
files) and Fig. 10 (swirling velocities), LES data a
averaged over 36 ms, corresponding to two flow tim
through the entire combustion chamber at the bulk
locity. Only 6 downstream locations are displayed
clarity, but 15 were investigated.

The agreement between LES and experime
data is excellent. The size, shape, and intensity of
recirculation zone are well predicted, as is the ove
spreading of the turbulent swirling jet. All results a
displayed for the whole size of the combustion cha
ber and not only for one half chamber to eviden
symmetry defaults. As the chamber is square and
injection device axisymmetric, average velocities
expected to be symmetrical versus thex axis. How-
ever, both experimental data and LES results are
perfectly symmetrical, especially downstream. T
finding (which is quite usual in these flows) may i
dicate a lack of sampling of LES data, but may a
be due to an intrinsic difficulty in such flows to follo
the symmetry of the geometry.
Concerning the RMS profiles (Figs. 11 and 1
only the resolved part of the fluctuations is taken i
account here. This demonstrates that for this fl
most of the unsteady motion lies in large structu
which are very well predicted by LES methods. C
x/R = 0.37 in Fig. 12 shows that the largest fluct
ations of the swirling component are located on
axis, and reach up to 60% of the bulk velocity. This
explained in the following subsection by the prese
of a coherent structure.

An additional quantity that can be extracted
rectly from this compressible LES is the RMS pre
sureP ′, both in the chamber and on its walls. Fig.
shows that the largest pressure oscillations are fo
in front of the axial swirler outlet. Fairly high pressu
levels (2500 Pa) are observed inside the combu
at the swirler outlet but they do not propagate to
walls. Most of these pressure oscillations are due
the precessing vortex described in the next subsec

8.2. Unsteady flow analysis

Swirling flows can exhibit a very large range
topologies, depending mainly on the swirl numb
(see the review on vortex breakdown in [35]). F
high values of the swirl number, the central recirc
lation zone may oscillate at a given frequency. T
phenomenon is often referred to as precessing
tex core (PVC): the vortex aligned with the axis
Fig. 9. Cold flow validation: mean axial velocityU/Ubulk.
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Fig. 10. Cold flow validation: mean swirling velocityW/Ubulk.

Fig. 11. Cold flow validation:axial velocity fluctuationsU ′/Ubulk.
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Fig. 12. Cold flow validation: swirling velocity fluctuationsW ′/Ubulk.

Fig. 13. RMS pressure fluctuationsP ′ in a longitudinal cut for the cold flow (Pa).
a
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ber
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ta-
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old
the chamber (due to the swirl) breaks down in
spiral form. In the present regime, the flow insi
the spiral is recirculated. The entire structure rota
around the axis of the chamber, causing large per
bations. The present LES captures this phenome
on the burner axis, at point A1 (Fig. 6), the velo
ity componentW oscillates with time (Fig. 14) at
frequencyfLES = 275 Hz (Fig. 15). Indeed, if the
flow were axisymmetric,W would be zero on the
axis of the burner. The computed Strouhal num
St = (2RfLES)/Ubulk = 0.63 is typical of swirling
flows [36]. The value offLES is also very close to
that obtained experimentally at ITS:fexp= 255 Hz.

Note that the LES gives additional information
the temporal evolution of the PVC: the sense of ro
tion of the whole spiral, as a structure, is that of
surrounding swirling flow, but the sense of windin
of this spiral is opposite to that of the swirl. Fig. 16
an instantaneous visualization of the PVC in the c
flow.
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9. Reacting flow results

Reacting cases are computed starting from a c
flow solution. Fresh premixed gases (equivalence

Fig. 14. Cold flow:W velocity at point A1 (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 15. Cold flow: Fourier transform ofW velocity signal at
point A1 (Fig. 6).
tio φ = 0.5) are injected through the diagonal swirl
The axial and diagonal flows, coming from the co
pressor in the actual gas turbine, enter the combus
chamber of the ITS burner after being preheated e
trically to a temperatureT = 673 K. As the actua
ignition process is not described here, the chemica
action is numerically started by filling the combusti
chamber with hot fully burned gases. Note, howev
that the pressure increases by 25% and the Mach n
ber goes up to 0.4 in the outlet contraction during
transient ignition phase [33].

9.1. Unsteady flow analysis

A three-dimensional visualization of the reacti
flow field is displayed in Fig. 17: the temperature is
surface atT = 1000 K shows the geometry of th
flame surface and illustrates the turbulent nature
the flame/flow interaction. Pockets of fresh gases
periodically shed from the main flame zone and b
downstream. A central core of hot gases is stabili
along the burner axis by the recirculation zone
duced by swirl: this core is attached to the face
the axial swirler (Fig. 18). The field of axial veloc
ity, normalized byUbulk, is displayed in Fig. 19 with
isocontours of heat release.

A specific feature of the reacting case is that
PVC structure evidenced in the cold flow cases d
appears when combustion is turned on. Fig. 20
record of the velocity in the horizontal central pla
(W ) at point A1 (Fig. 6) after ignition. The veloc
ity signal oscillates around zero as the core of
recirculation zone moves around the axis of the co
bustion chamber. After a few periods, the PVC mot
vanishes. This observation obtained from LES dat
confirmed by experimental results.
Fig. 16. Visualization of the PVC structure in the LES by a pressure iso-surface.
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9.2. Averaged fields

In this section, the mean results of the LES (—
are compared with experimental data (!). Figs. 21–25
show the measurements conducted only in one-ha
the combustion chamber.

Mean temperature profiles obtained from LES
compared with experimental data in Fig. 21. T
agreement between LES and experimental dat
good, and quantities that are important for the turbine
design are well reproduced:

Fig. 17. Axial swirler vanes and temperature iso-surfa
(T = 1000 K) colored by velocity modulus.
• The angle, thickness, and length of the turbul
flame brush are very well predicted.

• The burnt gas temperature is very slightly ov
predicted by the LES, mainly due to the non
diabaticity of the experiment, while the LES a
sumes adiabatic walls.

Mean axial and tangential velocity profiles are
spectively given in Figs. 22 and 23. The agreemen
good: the size and intensity of the recirculation zo
are very well predicted. The LES accurately captu
the drastic increase in the angle of the jet compa
with the cold flow (Fig. 9). RMS profiles of both ax
ial and tangential velocities are plotted in Figs.
and 25. The level of the fluctuations is well predicte
Though the shape and level of axial velocity RM
fluctuations have not changed significantly betwe
cold and hot flow (Figs. 11 and 24), swirling veloci
RMS fluctuations are very different on the first pr
files (Figs. 12 and 25). Atx/R = 0.37, for example,
the RMS swirling speed isW ′/Ubulk � 0.7 on the
burner axis (y = 0) in Fig. 12 for the cold flow, and i
decreases toW ′/Ubulk � 0.1 in Fig. 25 with combus-
tion. This confirms that the fluctuations of azimuth
component are strongly reduced with combustion
to the suppression of the PVC structure, and the L
captures this effect with accuracy.

Analysis of the pressure fluctuationsP ′ in a lon-
gitudinal cut reveals another important difference
tween cold and reacting flows: the pressure fluct
tions observed in the cold flow (see Fig. 13) in front
Fig. 18. Instantaneous temperature field and contour of zero axial velocityin a longitudinal cut of the burner.
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Fig. 19. Instantaneous axial velocity field and contours of reaction rate in a longitudinal cut of the burner.
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the axial swirler disappear when combustion is turn
on (Fig. 26). This is consistent with the suppress
of the PVC when combustion is started: the cold fl
unsteady pressure field is dominated by the prese
of the PVC, while the reacting flow inhibits the PVC
The pressure field structure with combustion (Fig.
corresponds to an acoustic mode of the chamber
which is not analyzed in this paper.

10. Conclusions

A computation of a full burner of a premixed g
turbine installed in a laboratory rig was performed
ing LES for both nonreacting and reacting cases.
flame is described using a two-step chemical sch
for methane/air combustion combined with the Thic
ened Flame model. LES results are validated fr
velocity and temperature measurements performe
the University of Karlsruhe. The overall agreeme
with experiment is very good both for cold flow an
for reacting conditions. A strong precessing vor
core is observed for the nonreacting flow. This vor
disappears when combustion is activated in both
experiment and the LES. Unsteady pressure fields
also very different for cold and reacting flow: ma
imum pressure oscillations are observed in the P
zone for the cold flow; with combustion, the pre
sure oscillation maxima are located at the cham
walls and have an acoustic structure correspondin
a transverse-longitudinal mode, which is not stud
Fig. 20. Reacting flow:W velocity signal at point A1 (se
Fig. 6). The PVC evidenced in the cold flow vanishes a
ignition.

in this paper. More generally, this study demonstra
that LES for reacting flows in complex geometries h
now reached sufficient maturity to bring original i
formation on such complex combustion devices.
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Fig. 21. Reacting flow validation: mean temperature (K).

Fig. 22. Reacting flow validation: mean axial velocityU/Ubulk.
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Fig. 23. Reacting flow validation: mean swirling velocityW/Ubulk.

Fig. 24. Reacting flow validation: axial velocity fluctuationsU ′/Ubulk.
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Fig. 25. Reacting flow validation: swirling velocity fluctuationsW ′/Ubulk.

Fig. 26. RMS pressure fluctuationsP ′ in a longitudinal cut for the hot flow (Pa).
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